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Breathe easy & be safe in 5 cities is perfect to reach places you don't want to be.You need only one
item to fully prepare for an emergency.All sorts of situations can happen in unfamiliar places. We all
like to escape from them safely and securely. The item does exactly that. It is a unique mobile life

jacket that has a built-in GPS receiver, a personal safety alarm and a 20 lumens flashlight. In
addition to those features, the mobile life jacket can even monitor a user's oxygen levels and
breathing automatically. According to the experts, the right thing to do when you are in an

unfamiliar place is to search for help. When the victim is wearing Breathe easy & be safe in 5 cities,
he will automatically get a message to an emergency contact. For example, you would receive the

message on your mobile phone or PDA if your mobile life jacket were subscribed to a service
compatible with the emergency contact you specified. The mobile life jacket will not only ensure

your safety; it will also save you time, as it will continuously monitor your oxygen levels and
breathing. The mobile life jacket also has a built-in GPS receiver, so you can quickly get to your

home or hotel. Moreover, you can make use of its feature to monitor your driving habits. You can
hear from a speaker or on a display screen and determine on which road you are. The mobile life
jacket contains a 20 lumens LED flashlight that can be a source of light during an emergency. You

can also customize breathing sound to your liking. The mobile life jacket comes with a carry handle.
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the igo8 software is
compatible with all devices

that are powered by
windows mobile os. the

maps and routes application
is compatible with the

following windows mobile
devices: all windows mobile-

powered devices with
microsd card slots windows

mobile-powered devices
with sd card slots the maps
and routes application can
be used on the following
windows mobile-powered

devices: all windows mobile-
powered devices with

microsd card slots windows
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mobile-powered devices
with sd card slots the free
download of the software
includes all the maps for

europe and north america.
the update subscription for

these regions is also
included. the free download

is not available for any
other countries. you will be

prompted to enter your
location. after entering your
location, the software will

automatically start the
download. please wait until
the download completes.

this may take several
minutes depending on the

speed of your network
connection (eg. it takes
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about 2 minutes over a 2
mbit/sec wifi connection).

maritime and seismic
sensors are the core of the
ogmplus mobile monitoring

solution. the system is
designed to detect activities
on the seafloor as well as on

the sea surface and to
transfer these observations

to the shore station for
further processing. this is a
very powerful functionality

of the golmars mobile
monitoring system, which

can also be used as a
standalone system. it allows

for the gathering and
processing of data, which is
needed for the detection of
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potential dangerous
situations, such as collapse
of a mine, an oil platform,

an earthquake or a tsunami.
this creates an opportunity

for automatic response or to
trigger rescue teams. the
system is based on the

golmars data network (gdn),
which is a combination of

the golmars mobile
surveillance station (mss)

and the golmars data
network (gdn) components.
it is scalable in size and can
be used on board vessels of
different sizes, from small

pleasure craft to
supertankers. 5ec8ef588b
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